


































































What advice do you have for a pratice of care and healing? What specific practice(s) of care and/or healing can you share?
What is the inspiration for this practice? You can take from your personal practice of care, land care practices, workshops, history, elder interviews. 

Name Advice Practice Inspiration
Mateo Sof Do a seratonin-increasing activity Sunbathing Self care
Mateo Sof Socialize in clear headspace Go to low energy gatherings, such as a book club or having coffee with friends Elder
Sara Mindfulness Tell yourself you are present Self Care
Sara Write about your thoughts Keep a diary and write in it whenever you are feeling overwhelmed. Self Care
Ann Liu Figure out and remember the purpose Draw something only for hobby everyday Motivation
Ann Liu Be open-minded and considerate Share something with friends Compassion
Oliver It may be difficult to be patient at first Meditation Awareness
Oliver Try to be near nature! Go on a walk Awareness
Jillian Find/Untillize your support system Trying to fill out a small sketchbook page everyday Self Care, 
Jillian Don't/Try not to compare practices No coffee, eating more fruit; BF might want to eat healthier, eat less Balance
Andrew Get heathier behavior day by day Sleep a little bit earlier each day Self Care
Andrew Reward yourself for taking care yourself Have a good breakfast everyday I sleep early Self Care
John Respect yourself and your surroundings Greet people you see throughout the day Self Care
John Express your emotions Ask the land about its feeling and tell yours Land Care
Serena Using 365 calendar book make daily, weekly, monthly plans and write them down Self Care 
Serena Working out everyday using the work-out app with my roomate, the activity lasts 30 mins Elder
Haiyun Pay more attention on yourself and enjoy life Vlog my every day life Self care
Haiyun Pay attention to the land, don't ignore them Make friend with a tree Land care
Jasmine Be more aware of your daily emotion Track your mood & thoughts on app daily Elder
Jasmine Take a pause, slow down, and get inner peace Take slow, deep breath Self Care
Seya You can choose whether or not to resolve/talk about it. It doesn't have to be immediate, it can be later in your own pace.It is okay to feel not okay, we are all humans Elder
Seya  Do things that make you happy Cut off all negative actions/activities/people Self Care
Seya It not werid to talk to yourself, to self reflect your thoughtsTalk to yourself, get to know you better Land care
Yitong Embrace your vulnerabilies, accept and forgive. express how you feel, rather than seeking for approval. Kels
Yitong Connect to nature take a bath and feel the form of water and its warmth. Tarot card
Toby Don't over think Do whatever you are comfortable with land care
Toby Slow down Discover new things in the place that you are familiar with self care
Asya Little personal treats make me feel like I matter Take a bath and use a bathbomb Being clean is self care
Asya Mindful breathing helps regulate emotions Breathing slowly or taking deep breathes, being mindful of it. Being overwhelmed
Vincent Be healthy, reflect your day 10K steps everyday Self care
Vincent Find the missing part of yourself Learn a K-pop dance every week self care
Zona Reflect on Yourself 30 day writing challenge Jason Munoz
Zona Love Yourself Eat healthier Personal Practice of care
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Radical Redesign: Coloring Care

Students from Spring 2022 Critical and Ethnic 
Studies class Radical Redesign have created a 
guide of restorative justice care practices that 
introduce alternative, restorative methods of 
care and healing that center land-based 
learning, indigenous knowledge, and communal 
healing.

This Coloring Care Zine is an index of “Practice 
of Practices” where students share their learning 
from land-based observations and personal care 
practices that develop personal, decolonized 
practices. From this new place of learning, 
students offer restorative justice prompts that 
aim to shift the status quo of how we learn and 
reflect with ourselves and others. 

This zine was funded in part by an endowment gift to support 
The Deborah and Kenneth Novak Creative Citizens Series
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